One of the key assumptions in spatial econometric modelling is that the spatial process is isotropic, which means that direction is irrelevant in the specification of the spatial structure. On one hand, this assumption largely reduces the complexity of the spatial models and facilitates estimation and interpretation; on the other hand, it appears rather restrictive and hard to justify in many empirical applications. In this paper a very general anisotropic spatial model, which allows for a high level of flexibility in the spatial structure, is proposed. This new model can be estimated using maximum likelihood and its asymptotic properties are well understood. When the model is applied to the well-known 1970 Boston housing prices data, it significantly outperforms the isotropic spatial lag model. It also provides interesting additional insights into the price determination process in the properties market.
Introduction
The most important aspect of spatial econometric modelling is the incorporation of a dependence structure between cross-sectional observations. With spatial units, potentially there are up to In most empirical applications rather restrictive assumptions are made with regards to the extent and form of the spatial dependence structure. One of the key assumptions is that of isotropy, which requires that spatial effects are of equal strength in all directions between all spatially contiguous observations. For example, the wellknown spatial lag model (Anselin 1988) :
where the error term ε is assumed to be ( ) I N 2 , 0 σ , assumes isotropy. The spatial weights matrix W is an matrix that identifies spatial relationships between observations. The most commonly employed spatial weights matrices, as proposed by Cliff and Ord (1973) , are either of a binary contiguity design or of a distance decay design, and do not take direction into account. The spatial parameter ρ is a scalar that is multiplied to each and every spatial neighbour, making it impossible to allow for varying degrees of spatial influence to originate from different spatial neighbours.
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While the assumption of isotropy is a standard practice in spatial econometric modelling, it seems overly restrictive in many empirical applications. Just as in our personal relationships not every acquaintance is a best friend, it is unlikely that every spatial neighbour is equally important. It appears more reasonable to allow spatial effects to vary between different spatial units and in different directions.
Over the years, some attempts have been made to incorporate more information and greater flexibility into the spatial structure. For example, Dacey (1968) suggests weights that combine distance, size and length of border. Bodson and Peeters (1975) introduce a general accessibility weight that utilizes a logistic function to combine the influences of several channels of communication between regions (such as roads and railways). Cliff and Ord (1981) propose spatial weights that combine distance measures and common borders. Besner (2002) proposes the socalled SARS (spatial autoregressive model with similarity measures) model that explicitly incorporates similarity measures in socio-economic variables in the construction of the spatial weights. Getis and Aldstadt (2004) propose a model where the spatial weights are constructed using the G i * local statistic of Ord and Getis (1995) . But the above-mentioned models all contain unknown parameters in the spatial weights matrix. Estimation of these parameters often takes place at a step separate from the regression model of interest. As pointed out in Anselin (1988) , "...it could potentially lead to the inference of spurious relationships, since the validity of estimates is pre-conditioned by the extent to which the spatial structure is correctly reflected in the weights." They also present great difficulties in the interpretation and significance testing of the parameters present in the spatial weights matrix, since their estimation is separate from the regression of interest. On the other hand, if the parameters were to be estimated along with the rest of the parameters in the regression model, since traditionally the weights matrix is row-standardized, at each iteration of the optimization process the spatial weights matrix must be re-standardized. For large samples this could become a computationally very heavy task. Given the difficulties involved in the parameterization of the spatial weights matrix, empirical application of these models is limited. Gillen, Thibodeau, and Wachter (2001) examine anisotropic spatial autocorrelation in the residuals of a hedonic house-price model of the suburban Philadelphia by comparing the empirical semivariograms for the NorthSouth and East-West directions. Although they find evidence of anisotropy in the semivariograms, they fail to provide a framework in which this information can be used to further improve the efficiency of the estimators. Also, in a situation where anisotropic spatial effect is expressed in a substantive form, that is, not as a pattern in the residuals but as spatially lagged dependent variables on the right hand side, their anisotropic semivariogram approach becomes unusable.
Generally speaking, a process is said to be anisotropic when its behaviour exhibits directional dependence. It is fair to say that thus far anisotropy has not been systematically built into spatial econometric modelling and as a result the explanatory power of the existing spatial models might have been limited. In this paper an anisotropic model for spatial processes is proposed. Moreover, anisotropy is generalized beyond a physical sense. As will be demonstrated shortly, in the new model spatial influence is allowed to vary in strength based on not only the usual North/South or East/West directions but also on the relative socio-economic characteristics of the spatial pairs.
This paper is organised as follows: In section 2 the new anisotropic model is presented. In section 3 estimation method based on the maximum likelihood principle is discussed, and the asymptotic properties of these estimators are derived in full. In section 4 an empirical study on the well-known 1970 Boston housing prices data is conducted, where it is demonstrated that the anisotropic model significantly outperforms the isotropic spatial lag model. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Formulation Of An Anisotropic Model
It is well-understood that spatial autocorrelation can be presented either as a spatial lag model or as a spatial error model. A spatial lag model represents substantiative dependence between spatial units, while a spatial error model is often used as a way of dealing with missing variables that are also spatially correlated. In this paper, anisotropic forms of both models will be considered. Discussion will start from the spatial lag model. The following is a fully expanded version of the spatial lag model: where w ij is the spatial weight given to the jth spatial neighbour of the ith spatial unit.
The most commonly used spatial weights matrices are the binary contiguity matrix and the distance decay matrix, and they do not take direction into account. Prior to row-standardization these weights matrices are symmetric, which reflects the inherent isotropic assumption. Row-standardization normally makes these matrices asymmetric since generally speaking not all spatial units have the same number of spatial neighbours. But this asymmetry is a result of row-standardization and does not bring extra information on the asymmetry of the spatial effects into the model. One also notices that in equation (2) the same scalar spatial parameter ρ is being multiplied into each and every one of the spatial neighbours, implying that all spatial neighbours are given equal amount of importance, further confirming the isotropic nature of the model.
In many empirical studies the assumption of isotropy seems highly restrictive.
For example, in the study of crime patterns, it is reasonable to expect neighbourhoods that suffer from severe poverty to "export" crimes to other neighbourhoods, but not the other way around. In the study of water-born diseases, it is reasonable to expect the diffusion of the disease to closely follow the flow of the water system. In hedonic house-price studies neighbours with "strong" characteristics, such as high crime rates, are expected to exhibit greater influences. Therefore, it appears more reasonable to allow the strength of spatial effects to differ depending on the relative characteristics of the two spatial neighbours.
In a spatial lag model the spatial structure is jointly expressed by the spatially lagged dependent variables Wy and the spatial autoregressive coefficient ρ. Intuitively the incorporation of anisotropy in such a model must involve changes in either one or both of these factors. As mentioned earlier many difficulties exist in the parameterization of the spatial weights matrix, it is therefore proposed that anisotropy should be introduced through the spatial autoregressive coefficient ρ.
Let be a vector of variables that capture the relative characteristics between the ith observation and its jth spatial neighbour, which are thought to be important in generating the anisotropic spatial influences. Let
ψ be the qth element of vector , it could be a binary variable that indicates whether the jth neighbour is to the North of the ith spatial unit, or a variable that captures the similarity in poverty level between the two spatial regions, or a binary variable that indicates whether the jth neighbour is located on the upstream of the ith spatial unit. Replacing the scalar ' ij ψ spatial parameter ρ in equation (2) with a function of for all observations, the model becomes: where is a vector of parameters associated with the function and Q is the total number of variables included in vector .
The above model is referred to as the Anisotropic Spatial Lag Model, which can be written more succinctly as:
And in matrix notation:
[ ]
where W is the usual spatial weights matrix of choice. ε where
where u is assumed to be ( ) 3. Methodology
Estimation
Maximum likelihood estimation of spatial models is first outlined in Ord (1975) and has since become the most popular estimation method in spatial econometric modelling. For the anisotropic spatial lag model, the log likelihood function is:
which can be expressed more succinctly as
where:
The first partial derivatives can be obtained as:
where F q is an ( N N ) × matrix with its i,jth element as:
The above system of highly nonlinear equations will not have analytical solutions and numerical methods are needed to solve for the maximum likelihood estimates. Estimation is considerably simplified when β and σ 2 are concentrated out of the log likelihood. Notice that, conditional on some θ the maximum likelihood estimates of β and σ 2 , denoted as β ML and ρ ML , can be expressed as: 
which can be written more succinctly as:
where A is defined as before. The first partial derivatives can be obtained as:
The above system of highly nonlinear equations will not have analytical solutions and numerical methods are needed to solve for the maximum likelihood estimates. Once again estimation can be considerably simplified when both β and σ 2 are concentrated out of the log likelihood function. Notice that the maximum likelihood estimates β ML and ρ ML can be expressed as: 
Asymptotic Properties
Formal conditions for consistency of maximum likelihood estimators with dependent observations have been derived in the works of Bates and White (1985) , and Heijmans and Magnus (1986a , 1986b , 1986c , and their implications in spatial modelling discussed in Anselin (1988) . Generally speaking these conditions are similar to those required of the non-spatial models.
One additional requirement unique to spatial models is that the structure of spatial interaction expressed jointly by the spatial parameter and the spatial weights matrix should not be explosive. In a spatial model where the spatial weights matrix is row-standardized, this requirement is satisfied when ρ is bounded between (1/ω min ) < ρ < (1/ω max ), as discussed in Anselin (1980 Anselin ( , 1982 Anselin ( , 1988 , where ω min and ω max are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of the spatial weights matrix. This bound is derived from the decomposition of the log of the Jacobian term, which is shown in Ord (1975) to be:
where i ω is the ith eigenvalue of the spatial weights matrix W. For row-standardized W, ω max = +1 and ω min > -1, thus the lower bound on ρ could be less than -1, while the upper bound is strictly +1. So long as ρ does not exceed these bounds, the log of the Jacobian term is well-defined.
Establishing similar bounds in an anisotropic spatial model is more complicated, since the spatial parameter is not a fixed scalar but a function of a number of parameters and it varies in value according to the relative characteristics of the spatial pair. However, an intuitive and perhaps conservative bound will be proposed here. Recall that in an anisotropic model the Jacobian term is:
[ ] (N x N) 
, then the rest of the 's would also fall within the bound and the log of the Jacobian term is well-defined. In particular, assume that takes on a linear functional form of: The proposed bound is such that these corner points all fall within
This bound is likely to be sufficient to guarantee a well-behaved log Jacobian term.
From a practical point of view, if the optimization routine fails to converge, the spatial structure might be ill-defined. Once maximum likelihood estimates have been obtained, they can be substituted into the above formulas to obtain the estimated information matrix.
A case study: Boston housing prices

The data
The data set used in this empirical study is the well-known housing prices data for the city of Boston in 1970, originally used by Harrison and Rubinfeld (1978) In terms of the construction of the spatial weights matrix, a triangulation approach is taken. A Delaunay triangulation is first performed, which automatically yields a number for closest neighbours for every spatial point. The spatial weights matrix is then constructed based on the number of spatial neighbours computed for each spatial point and based on distance decay. The main advantage of this approach is that, while it ensures that every spatial point has at least one neighbour, it does not put any restrictions on the total number of neighbours for each spatial point.
The spatial lag model
Before proceeding to the results from an anisotropic model, it is instructive to present the simple spatial lag model as the baseline model. Table 2 gives the maximum likelihood estimates from a spatial lag model. 
The anisotropic spatial model
When an investor evaluates her property, she is likely to take into account the property prices of neighbouring areas. But it is unlikely that all neighbouring housing prices are considered as equally important. A reasonable assumption is that she might pay more attention to neighbourhoods with "strong" social characteristics, such as high crime rates or high pollution levels. Looking at the list of explanatory variables, the following four variables: CRIM (crime rate), NOX (pollution level), RAD (easy access to highways), and LSTAT (concentration of low status population), appear to attract the most attention.
Furthermore, it also appears reasonable to assume that it is not the absolute level of these variables per se that generates the anisotropic effects. Rather, it is the relative levels of these variables between spatial neighbours that are of great importance. A likely scenario is that neighbours with higher levels of CRIM, NOX, RAD, and LSTAT would attract greater attention than those with lower levels of these factors.
The possibility of directional asymmetry in the spatial effects can be incorporated into the anisotropic spatial lag model through the use of directional dummies. Over the space defined by the qth explanatory variable, a directional dummy variable for the ith observation and its jth spatial neighbour is defined as: More specifically, for the ith observation: Firstly, C ρ is 0.01301066 and is significant, which suggests that the housing price of the ith observation is influenced to a greater extent by its high crime neighbours than by its low crime neighbours. Also notice that the estimated marginal effect of the CRIM (crime) variable is negative (-0.006358373) and significant, which suggests that higher crime rate leads to significantly lower housing prices. The combination of a significantly positive directional matrix D CRIM and a significantly negative regressor CRIM suggests that if the ith observation had a high crime neighbour, its housing price would be influenced to a greater extent by this high crime neighbour than by its other neighbours and it could be significantly lower than it would have been had there not been a high crime neighbour.
Similarly, a positive (0.01494643) and significant N ρ suggests that the ith observation's housing price is influenced to a greater extent by its high pollution neighbours. Also notice that the estimated marginal effect of the NOX (pollution) variable is negative (-0.174673747) and significant, which suggests that higher pollution leads to significantly lower housing prices. The combination of a significantly positive directional dummy D NOX and a significantly negative regressor NOX 2 suggests that if the ith observation had a high pollution neighbour, its housing price would be influenced more strongly by this high pollution neighbour and it could be significantly lower than it otherwise would have been.
Finally, the combination of a positive (0.04057186) and significantly L ρ and a negative (-0.011451756) and significant estimated marginal effect of the LSTAT (proportion of low status population) tells a similar story. If the ith observation had a neighbour with high proportion of low status population, its housing price would be influenced more strongly by this neighbour and could be significantly lower than it otherwise would have been.
These results suggest that in 1970 real estate investors in Boston pay significantly more attention to neighbours that have higher crime rates, higher pollution levels, and higher proportion of low status population. These results are consistent with one's expectations, since crime, pollution, and low income population can all be considered as mobile and it is reasonable for investors to pay extra attention to neighbours with high levels of these factors. Also notice that the LSTAT variable seems to generate the most significant anisotropic effect out of all four directional dummies. This suggests that out of all the factors that could have lead to asymmetric spatial influences, in 1970 people in Boston worry the most about the concentration of low status population in certain areas.
Finally, it is interesting to look at the remaining variable RAD (access to highway). As a regressor, it is found to be positive (0.009704452) and significant. But as a possible generator of anisotropy, it is found to be negative (-0.01014937) and insignificant. In fact, it fails to be significant by only a relatively small margin, which suggests that there is some evidence that RAD plays a part in generating anisotropy, though the evidence is not conclusive. The interesting point to note here is that, when a variable appears as a regressor it is used to explain the underlying level of the dependent variable, but as a part of the anisotropic spatial design it is used to explain the dependence structure between spatially connected neighbourhoods. In an anisotropic model the same variable can be used to explain very different aspects of the underlying data generating process and there is no reason why it should be found to be significant in both parts of the model.
Conclusion
In this paper, a general anisotropic spatial model is proposed. The functional form of the anisotropic design is highly flexible, and it can be shown that the spatial lag model is a special case nested in this general model. Estimation of such a model is straightforward and the asymptotic properties of the maximum likelihood estimators are well understood. A case study on 1970 Boston housing prices data demonstrates the significant gain in explanatory power when spatial effects are no longer restricted to be isotropic. Also the new model provides additional insights into the workings of the properties market in Boston in 1978. In particular it is found that extra attention is being paid to safety and discrimination against low status population groups seems to be present. Such insights are not possible under isotropic spatial designs. 0. 51342409 *** Where: ***: significant at 1% level; **: at 5% level; * at 10% level. 
